Differential symbolic entropy, a measure for nonlinear dynamics complexity, is proposed in our contribution. With flexible controlling parameter, the chaotic deterministic measure takes advantage of local nonlinear dynamical information among three adjacent elements to extract nonlinear complexity. In nonlinear complexity detections of chaotic logistic series, DSEn (differential symbolic entropy) has satisfied complexity extractions with the changes of chaotic features of logistic map. In nonlinear analysis of real-world physiological heart signals, three kinds of heart rates are significantly distinguished by DSEn in statistics, healthy young subjects > healthy elderly people > CHF (congestive heart failure) patients, highlighting the complex-losing theory of aging and heart diseases in cardiac nonlinearity. Moreover, DSEn does not have high demand on data length and can extract nonlinear complexity at short data sets; therefore, it is an efficient parameter to characterize nonlinear dynamic complexity.
Introduction
The paradigm of deterministic chaos for nonlinear complex systems becomes increasingly popular for its attractive concept and successful applications in chaotic models and real-world complex systems [1] . Nonlinear complexity measures, including fractal dimensions, correlation dimension, and Lyapunov exponent etc., are defined for chaotic dynamical systems and applied in physics, biology, meteorology, chemistry and so on [2] . Some entropy methods, such as K-S entropy, approximate entropy [3] , sample entropy [4, 5, 6] , permutation entropy [7, 8] , multiscale entropy [9, 10] and so forth [11, 12, 13] are also developed for these nonlinear dynamics. Among these nonlinear complexity measures, symbolic dynamics analysis, with basic idea of simplicity and efficiency, provides a rigorous way of observing dynamics with finite precision [7, 14, 15] .
Symbolic time series analysis involves in symbolic transformation and measurements for these symbolic sequences [16] . It reduces high requirements for data by transforming raw series into a finite number of states and mapping each state onto symbol from a given alphabet. For example, symbolic transfer entropy [17, 18] and multiscale symbolic entropy analysis [19] improves original methods, like reducing high demands on data or sensitivity to noise, by taking advantage of symbolic dynamic analysis. Symbolizations of these methods can be grouped into the static range-partitioning and dynamic differenced-based approaches [16, 20] , among which dynamical methods have high real-time features and are relatively insensitive to extreme noise spikes [21, 22] . Measures of symbolic sequence include direct visual histograms and quantitative measures based on classical statistics or information theory [16] . The combinations of symbolization and entropy measures, belonging to information methods, play important roles in complexity detections and nonlinear dynamics analysis for their characteristics of simplicity, fast, insensitivity to noise etc. [14, 23, 24, 25] .
DSEn (differential symbolic entropy), targeting on informational properties of dynamical symbolic sequence, is proposed in our contributions. It extracts local nonlinear dynamic information from three adjacent elements and uses adjustable controlling parameter to improve flexibility in nonlinear complexity detections.
Chaotic model, logistic map, and three groups of real-world physiological heart signals are applied to test nonlinear dynamic complexity detections of DSEn.
Differential symbolic entropy

JK symbolization
Symbolization plays important role in symbolic dynamic analysis. The symbolic procedure inevitably leads to the loss of part of statistical information; however, it simplifies time series analysis and contributes to dynamic complexity detection by extracting symbolic dynamic information [24, 25] .
A symbolization in works of J. Kurths et al. [26] , using typical local dynamic symbolization, conducts symbolic transformation by comparing relationships between adjacent symbols. Given time series X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x i , · · · }, JK symbolization, being described as especially reflects dynamical properties of the record [26] , transforms time series into symbol sequence as Eq. (1).
where ∆x = x i+1 − x i , and σ ∆ is variance of the adjacent measurement values.
JK symbolic transformation refines differences between neighboring elements, but it only considers two adjacent values and lack flexibility due to the fixed 1.5σ ∆ .
Differential symbolization
Taking relationships of three consecutive elements into account, we propose differential symbolic transformation with flexible controlling parameter.
Considering time series X = {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x i , · · · }, the differences between current element and its forward and backward ones are expressed as 
The symbolization in Eq. (2) takes advantage of more detailed local information to complexity measures than JK symbolic transformation. 
Figure 1: Process of symbolization and coding (data and symbols in virtual frame will not be symbolized or encoded). In creation of code series, symbol length m is 3 and delay τ is 1. The first and last elements will not be transformed according to the determination of symbolization, and the last n-1 bit symbols are not encoded for this encoding process Construction of symbol sequences, or words, is the next step by collecting groups of symbols together in temporal order. This coding process is to create symbols templates or words with finite symbols and has some similarities to embedding theory for phase space construction. Symbol sequence will be coded into m-bit series C(i) and there are 4 m symbols in coded series considering the 4-symbols differential symbolization. Taking 3-bit coding as example, code for 'abc' can be c(i) = a * n 2 + b * n + c where 'n' should not be smaller than the number of symbols' types. And a procedure of symbolization and coding is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The probability of each code symbol is
Differential symbolic entropy
Entropy is a classical approach in quantification of the complexity and is preferable in characterizing realworld time series [27] . Differential symbolic entropy, the central concept in our paper, is defined as Shannon entropy of all words' probabilistic distributions as Eq. (3), and its normalized form is h(m) = H(m)/log4
m .
Differential symbolic entropy in chaotic model test
Logistic map is employed to investigate chaotic detections of DSEn. The two-degree polynomial map, mathematically written as x i+1 = r · x i (1 − x i ) , is often cited in chaotic, nonlinear dynamical analysis and used to calculate the properties of random process [28] . As r becomes to r * , JKSEn (JK symbolic entropy), however, shows no change in the early stage as can be seen in Fig. 2(b) . JK symbolic entropy has its starting at r=3.679 which is much bigger than r * , so they do not achieve identification of nonlinear features at the very beginning of chaotic logistic series. Moreover, with increasing chaotic features of logistic map, JKSEn have unstable nonlinear dynamics analysis. In α=3.702 and between 3.739 and 3.744, JKSEn have abnormally high entropy values, and when α is between 3.857 and 3.927 JKSEn does not increase with enhancing chaotic behaviors of logistic series.
Differential symbolic entropy in heartbeats
In this section, we test DSEn in nonlinear dynamic complexity extraction of cardiac electric activities. Heart rate, mainly represented RR intervals derived from ECG, is highly irregular and non-stationary [29, 30, 31] and contains nonlinear physiological information of cardiac regulation which contributes to scientific researches and clinical applications [32, 33] .
Heartbeat intervals of three groups of subjects from Physionet Database [34] are applied to test our differential symbolic entropy. The three kinds of heartbeats, often being applied to test nonlinear approaches [9, 14, 19, 20, 31] , are collected from patients with severe congestive heart failure [35] and two groups of healthy young and elderly subjects [36] .
Controlling parameter of differential symbolic entropy
Controlling parameter influences symbolic transformation and nonlinear complexity detections of DSEn in heartbeats. When α is bigger than 0.3, the differential symbolic entropies of three types of heart signals appear Young > Elderly > CHF and remain unchanged. Among all the controlling parameters, α between 0.59 and 0.63 for DSEn have optimum discriminations of the different heartbeats. Differential symbolic entropy of the three kinds of heart rates are shown in Fig. 3 , statistical tests for which are listed in table 1. The basic dynamic complexity relationships of the three kinds of heartbeats characterized by DSEn, healthy young subjects > healthy elderly people > CHF patients, are consistent with the well-accepted complex losing theory that with aging and heart diseases, cardiac modulation associated with pathological alterations that regulate heartbeats will decrease, leading to a loss of nonlinear complexity in heart rates. Reasons for CHF patients' lowest complexity are that CHF damages the patient's heart control systems which leads to complexities fluctuations patterns of heartbeat intervals in CHF patients become quite regular and decreases cardiac inherent nonlinear irregularities. And with increasing age, cardiac functions of the elderly decrease, resulting in loss of dynamic complexity information, so the elderly persons have lower entropy values than the young ones [10, 30, 31, 37, 38] .
For comparison, JK symbolic entropy of the three kinds of heartbeats is shown in Fig. 4 . Coding process, particular delay, has great impact on nonlinear analysis of JKSEn in heartbeats analysis. When delay is from 1 to 5, JKSEn of the three kinds of heart rates change too much and have no clear regularity. When delay is 2, JKSEn of the heart signals, healthy young < healthy elderly < CHF, is contrary to complex-losing knowledge about aging and heart diseases [10, 30, 31, 37, 38] . Only when tau=5, the results are consistent to recent researches, however, the discriminations between CHF and elderly (when m=3 and 4, p=0.065 and 0.142), and between elderly and young people (when m=3 and 4, p=0.32 and 0.408) are not acceptable in statistics.
Compared with JKSEn, DSEn significantly discriminates the three kinds of heartbeats in statistics and its results are consistent with the well-accepted complex losing theory. Two reasons may account for the advantages of DSEn. On one hand, JKSEn only take two elements' relationship into consideration while DSEn applies relationships among three neighboring values which can apply more dynamic information to detect complexities of time series. On the other hand, parameter in the JKSEn is fixed to 1.5 while that in DSEn can be adjusted accordingly. Nonlinear complex processes have different structural or dynamical properties, and different symbolic time series analysis or complexity measures target on different aspects of nonlinear complex systems. One cannot find an optimum controlling parameter for all processes, the disadvantage of fixed range-partitioning symbolization lies in that it can not be adjusted according to different applications.
Data length for differential entropy
In nonlinear complexity detections of chaotic model, the length of logistic sequence does not affect the analysis of DSEn, and in related symbolic entropy researches [7, 14, 18] , the nonlinear measures usually do not have high demand for data length and have satisfied complexity extraction in very short time series. To test the influence of date length on the dynamic analysis method, we set data length from 100 to 1800 with step size of 100.
When data length is only 200, showing in Fig. 5 , three heart rates' nonlinear complexity increases clearly and have clear distinctions among the three kinds of heart rates, the healthy young > healthy elderly > CHF patients. When data length increases from 500 to 600, three different heart signals' entropy values have slight growth and gradually tend to be stable and convergent. or bigger, DSEn of the three groups of heartbeats are significantly different from each other in statistics. In our heartbeats nonlinear complexity analysis, differential symbolic entropy does not have high demands on data length and distinguish three different signals at short data sets. As proved by t tests, DSEn has satisfied nonlinear complexity analysis when data is short to 300 and is not influenced by data length significantly. From the above analysis, differential symbolic entropy, extracting local dynamic information and detecting nonlinear complexity, has successful chaotic detections in logistic map and real-world physiological heart rates. Moreover, it does not have high requirement to data length and enables short data sets nonlinear dynamic analysis.
Based on researches on chaotic model and real-world physiological signals, we learn that the controlling parameter plays an important role in differential symbolic entropy analysis and it should be adjusted accordingly. In chaotic detections of logistic map, controlling parameters interval [0.33, 0.38] are chosen for their preferable complexity extraction while in nonlinear dynamic analysis of three kinds of heartbeats, controlling parameters having satisfied distinctions should be selected in [0.59, 0.63] according to statistical tests. The controlling parameter, therefore, need to be chosen according to different signals, which at the same time is the drawback of JKSEn. The reason account for variable controlling parameter choices, we suppose, is due to differences in nonlinear structural or dynamical properties of different chaotic models and physiological signals and we can not find a optimal controlling parameter for all different signals.
Conclusions
Differential symbolic entropy is a nonlinear complexity measure making use of difference-based dynamics in three adjacent elements. The symbolic nonlinear complexity measure with adjustable controlling parameter has satisfied nonlinear analysis in chaotic model and real-world physiological signals and has features of fast and simplicity even for very short data sets.
The complex losing theory of decreased nonlinear complexity in aging and diseased hear rates is validated by DSEn. And our findings suggest that for different structural or dynamical information in complexity systems, controlling parameter in differential symbolic transformation should be adjusted accordingly to extract nonlinear symbolic dynamics.
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